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DESCRIPTION

The BMW 335i with the twin-turbo engine is a real factory-made beast. However, 
our engineers developed a complete exhaust system which pushes this powerful 
Bavarian ahead of the pack. The next stage in revolutionizing the performance of 
the BMW 335i, past the Slip-on option is the great Evolution exhaust system – a 
must have for all drivers of this civilian rocket from Munich. This system, which is 
made entirely of titanium and consists of a header, a middle crossover and muf-
fler tubes as well as a new muffler and tailpipes, gives the BMW 335i more power 
and weighs less that offers an even better on-road performance. The BMW 335i 
stock exhaust system weighs more than twice as much as the Evolution, which 
speaks of the great achievement of our engineers. 

Performance

Measurements of the Akrapovic Evolution Exhaust System on the BMW 335i show we 
made no compromises. That can be seen in additional power of 12.4 HP (at 5980 rpm) 
and 16.4 Nm (at 2910 rpm). But it is not all about providing more peak power. One can 
also observe noticeable refinements to the whole rpm range from 2500 rpm to over 6500 
rpm. From 2000 rpm to 3000 rpm, the power is delivered homogeneously. When we are 
trying to achieve better dynamic performance, weight plays a very important role; hence, 
we are very proud of our work. The Akrapovic Evolution weighs only 14.37 kilograms 
– not even a one-third of the weight of the stock exhaust. This noticeably changes the 
weight of the car. Made entirely of titanium, the Evolution Exhaust System sounds very 
sporty and reflects the formidable nature of the powerful six-pot engine.

Technical specifications of Akrapovic exhaust systems and related products subject to change without notice.
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PERFORMANCE
stock AKRAPOVIC max. increase

Max. ENGINE power
kW(HP) / RPM 228.8 (311.1) / 5510 234 (318.2) / 5510 9.1 (12.4) / 5980

Max. ENGINE torq
NM / RPM 427.2 / 3220 432.7 / 3440 16.4 / 2910

ADDITIONAL DATA
weight comparison

(kg)
stock AKRAPOVIC difference

34.22 14.37 19.85

legal for street use NO
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